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We report high-fidelity laser-beam-induced quantum logic gates on magnetic-field-insensitive
qubits comprised of hyperfine states in 9 Be+ ions with a memory coherence time of more than
1 s. We demonstrate single-qubit gates with error per gate of 3.8(1) ⇥ 10 5 . By creating a Bell state
with a deterministic two-qubit gate, we deduce a gate error of 8(4) ⇥ 10 4 . We characterize the
errors in our implementation and discuss methods to further reduce imperfections towards values
that are compatible with fault-tolerant processing at realistic overhead.

Quantum computers can solve certain problems that
are thought to be intractable on conventional computers.
An important general goal is to realize universal quantum information processing (QIP), which could be used
for algorithms having a quantum advantage over processing with conventional bits as well as to simulate other
quantum systems of interest [1–3]. For large problems,
it is generally agreed that individual logic gate errors
must be reduced below a certain threshold, often taken
to be around 10 4 [4–6], to achieve fault tolerance without excessive overhead in the number of physical qubits
required to implement a logical qubit. This level has
been achieved in some experiments for all elementary
operations including state preparation and readout, with
the exception of two-qubit gates, emphasizing the importance of improving multi-qubit gate fidelities.
Trapped ions are one candidate for scalable QIP. State
initialization, readout, and quantum logic gates have
been demonstrated in several systems with small numbers of trapped ions using various atomic species including 9 Be+ , 25 Mg+ , 40 Ca+ , 43 Ca+ , 88 Sr+ , 111 Cd+ , 137 Ba+ ,
and 171 Yb+ . The basic elements of scalable QIP have
also been demonstrated in multi-zone trap arrays [7, 8].
As various ions di↵er in mass, electronic, and hyperfine
structure, they each have technical advantages and disadvantages. For example, 9 Be+ is the lightest ion currently considered for QIP, and as such, has several potential advantages. The relatively light mass yields a larger
trap depth (inversely proportional to the mass) which
can reduce ion loss from elastic collisions. Light mass
also yields higher motional frequencies for given applied
potentials, facilitates fast ion transport [9, 10], and yields
stronger laser-induced e↵ective spin-spin coupling, which
leads to less spontaneous emission error for a given laser
beam intensity [11]. However, a disadvantage of 9 Be+
ion qubits compared to some heavier ions such as 40 Ca+
and 43 Ca+ [12, 13] has been the difficulty of producing
and controlling the ultraviolet (313 nm) light required to
drive 9 Be+ stimulated-Raman transitions. In the work
reported here, we use an ion trap array designed for
scalable QIP [14] and take advantage of recent technological developments with lasers and optical fibers that
improve beam quality and pointing stability. We also
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the ion trap, formed with two goldcoated, stacked wafers. Top view of the trap (on the right)
showing the load zone L and experiment zone E. Ions are
transported from L to E with time-varying potentials applied
to the segmented control electrodes (colored orange hues).
The positions of RF and control electrodes are exchanged in
the lower layer (cross section in inset). Coherent manipulations are implemented on ions confined in E. Reprinted from
[14].

implement active control of laser pulse intensities to reduce errors. We demonstrate laser-induced single-qubit
computational gate errors of 3.8(1) ⇥ 10 5 and realize a
deterministic two-qubit gate to ideally produce the Bell
state | + i = p12 (|""i + |##i). By characterizing the effects of known error sources with numerical simulations
and calibration measurements, we deduce an entangling
gate infidelity or error of ✏ = 8(4) ⇥ 10 4 , where ✏ = 1 F, and F is the fidelity. Along with Ref. [13]; these appear to be the highest two-qubit gate fidelities reported
to date.
The ions are confined in a multi-segmented linear Paul
trap (Fig.1) designed to demonstrate scalable QIP [14–
16]. Radio frequency (RF) potentials, with frequency
!RF ' 2⇡ ⇥ 83 MHz and amplitude VRF ' 200 V, are applied to the RF electrodes to provide confinement trans-
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FIG. 2. Relevant energy level structure for 9 Be+ ions (not to
scale). Transitions to the electronic excited states are used for
Doppler cooling, repumping, and qubit state measurement as
described in the text.

verse to the main trap channels. DC potentials are applied to the segmented control electrodes to create potential wells for trapping of ions at desired locations in
the channels. By applying time-dependent potentials to
these electrodes, the ions can be transported deterministically between di↵erent trap zones. The trap also contains a junction at C, which can be used for reordering
[14]. For the experiment here, the ions are first loaded
in L and then transported to E. Quantum logic experiments described below are performed with ions confined
in a fixed harmonic well at E. Due to the particular
design of the junction and trap imperfections, the ions
undergo residual RF “micromotion” at frequency !RF
along ẑ with amplitude ' 105 nm at E. This a↵ects
our implementation of logic gates, Doppler and ground
state cooling, and qubit state measurement, as described
below.
For a single 9 Be+ ion confined in E, the axial z harmonic mode frequency is !z ' 2⇡ ⇥ 3.58 MHz, while the
transverse mode frequencies are !x ' 2⇡⇥11.2 MHz, and
!y ' 2⇡ ⇥ 12.5 MHz. The ground state hyperfine levels
and relevant optical levels for 9 Be+ ions in a magnetic
field B ' 0.0119 T are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
The qubit is encoded in the 2 S1/2 |F = 2, mF = 0i = |#i
and |1, 1i = |"i hyperfine levels, where F and mF are
total angular momentum and its projection along the
quantization axis, respectively. The qubit frequency,
!0 = 2⇡ ⇥ f0 ' 2⇡ ⇥ 1207.496 MHz is first-order insensitive to magnetic field fluctuations [17]; we measure
a coherence time of approximately 1.5 s. Before each
experiment, we Doppler cool and optically pump the
ion(s) to the |2, 2i state with three laser beams that
are + -polarized relative to the B field and drive the
2
S1/2 |2, 2i !2 P3/2 |3, 3i cycling transition as well as deplete the |1, 1i and |2, 1i states (Fig. 2 and supplemen-

FIG. 3. Laser beam geometry for stimulated-Raman transitions. Co-propagating beams 2a and 2b are used to implement
high-fidelity single qubit gates; two-qubit entangling gates use
all three beams as described in the text.

tary material). Both ions are then initialized to their |"i
state by applying a composite ⇡ pulse on the |2, 2i ! |"i
transition. After gate operations and prior to qubit state
detection, population in the |#i state is transferred or
“shelved” to either the |1, 1i or |1, 0i state and the |"i
state is transferred back to the |2, 2i state (supplementary material). We then apply the Doppler-cooling beam
and observe fluorescence. In the two-ion experiments,
for a detection duration of 330 µs, we detect on average
approximately 30 photons for each ion in the |"i state,
and approximately 2 photons when both ions are in the
|#i state. Coherent qubit manipulation is realized via
two-photon stimulated-Raman transitions [15, 18] (supplementary material). The required laser beams (Fig. 3)
are directed to the trap via optical fibers [19] and focused
to beam waists of approximately 25 µm at the position
of the ions.
High-fidelity single-qubit gates are driven with copropagating beams k2a and k2b detuned by
from the
2
S1/2 $2 P1/2 transition frequency with their frequency
di↵erence set to !0 . In this co-propagating beam geometry, single-qubit gates are negligibly a↵ected by ion
motion. We employ the randomized benchmarking technique described in [20] to characterize gate performance.
Each computational gate consists of a Pauli gate (⇡
pulse) followed by a (non-Pauli) Cli↵ord gate (⇡/2 pulse)
around the x, y, and z axes of the Bloch sphere, and identity gates. The ⇡ pulses are performed with two sequential ⇡/2 pulses about the same axis, each with duration
' 2 µs. Rotations about the z axis are accomplished by
shifting the phase of the direct digital synthesizer that
is keeping track of the qubit’s phase; the identity gate is
implemented with a 1 µs wait time. We deduce an error
per computational gate of 3.8(1) ⇥ 10 5 . For ' 2⇡⇥
730 GHz used here, spontaneous emission error [11] is
estimated to be 2.5 ⇥ 10 5 . The remaining error is dominated by Rabi rate fluctuations of approximately 1⇥10 3
due to imperfect laser power stabilization.
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FIG. 4. Average fidelity for single-qubit-gate randomized
benchmarking sequences, plotted as a function of sequence
length. We determine the average error per computational
gate to be 3.8(1) ⇥ 10 5 and state preparation and measurement error to be 2.0(3) ⇥ 10 3 for these data sets. Error bars
show the standard error of the mean for each point.

To couple the ions’ internal (“spin”) states to their motion, Raman transitions are driven by two beams along
paths 1 and 2 respectively (Fig. 3). These beams intersect at 90 such that the di↵erence in their k vectors, k,
is aligned along the axial direction, in which case only
the axial motion will couple to the spins [15, 18]. The
strength of the spin-motion coupling provided by these
beams is proportional to the single-ion Lamb-Dicke
pap
rameter ⌘ = | k|z0 ' 0.25 where z0 =
~/(2m!z ),
with ~ and m the reduced Planck’s constant and the
ion mass. However, due to the micro-motion along the
axial direction, the carrier and spin-motion sideband
Rabi rates are reduced for this laser beam geometry.
For our parameters, the modulation index due to the
micro-motion Doppler shift is approximately 2.9 such
that the largest Rabi rates are provided by the second
micro-motion sideband which is reduced by a factor of
J2 (2.9) ' 0.48 relative to Rabi rates in the absence of
micromotion.
Two trapped ions confined in E align along the axial direction with spacing 3.94 µm. The relevant axial
modes are the center-of-mass (C) mode (ions oscillate
in phase at !z ) and and
p “stretch” (S) mode (ions oscillate out of phase at 3!z ). The two-qubit entangling
gate is implemented by applying an e↵ective ˆx ˆx type
spin-spin interaction using state-dependent forces (here
acting on the axial stretch mode) in a Mølmer-Sørensen
(MS) protocol [21–24] using all three beams in Fig. 3
(supplementary material). To maximize the spin-motion
coupling and state-dependent forces with the ions undergoing micromotion, the three beam frequencies are
set to !1 = !L , !2a = !L + 2!RF !0 + !S + , and
!2b = !L + 2!RF !0 !S
, where !L is the laser frequency, which is detuned by
from the 2 S1/2 ! 2 P1/2

FIG. 5. ML-Bell-state error (red circles), plotted as a function
of 2⇡/ where is the Raman detuning, for a constant gate
duration of approximately 30 µs. The simulated contributions
to the Bell state error from Raman and Rayleigh scattering
(supplementary material) are shown with the blue and purple
dashed lines respectively. For large | | the Raman scattering
error approaches zero, however, the Rayleigh scattering error
remains approximately constant at 1.7 ⇥ 10 4 . The black line
is the sum of the Raman and Rayleigh scattering errors and
the composite microwave pulses used for qubit state preparation and detection (uncertainty indicated by the gray band).
Error bars for the measured Bell state fidelity are determined
from parametric bootstrap resampling [25] of the data and
represent a 1- statistical confidence interval.

transition frequency, and is a small detuning (⌧ !z )
that determines the gate duration [22]. Following initial Doppler cooling, the ions are sideband cooled with
a series of |2, 2i|ni ! |"i|n 1i transitions, followed by
repumping [18], resulting in mean mode occupation numbers hnC i ' 0.01 and hnS i ' 0.006 and the ions being
pumped to the |2, 2i state. Two-qubit measurements are
made as in the one ion case, but we collect fluorescence
from both ions simultaneously. We record photon count
histograms with repeated experiments having the same
parameters to extract the information about the qubit
states.
We use the gate to ideally prepare the Bell state
| + i = p12 (|""i + |##i). To evaluate the gate’s performance, we employ partial state tomography analyzed
with a maximum likelihood (ML) algorithm to deduce
the fidelity of the experimentally prepared state. Using
a set of reference histograms, the maximum likelihood
method estimates the experimentally created density matrix by maximizing the probability of the data histograms
to correspond to that density matrix. The ML algorithm
is general enough that joint-count histograms (here photon counts from two ions) can be analyzed without the
need for individual addressing and measurement. From
the Bell-state fidelity as determined by the ML method,
we can estimate the MS gate fidelity. The ML-Bell-state
fidelity does not include errors due to imperfect |2, 2i
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state preparation and measurement. By taking these effects into account we also determine a lower bound for
the actual Bell-state fidelity (supplementary material).
By varying the laser beam power, we determine the error of the Bell state as a function of keeping a fixed gate
duration of ' 30 µs (Fig. 5) and also as a function of gate
duration for a fixed detuning ' 2⇡ ⇥ 730 GHz (Fig.
6). The various curves in the figures show the expected
errors due to spontaneous emission and errors in the composite microwave pulses used for |2, 2i $ |1, 1i = |"i
state transfer, and mode frequency fluctuations in Fig.
6. The minimum error obtained is 8(4) ⇥ 10 4 for
' 2⇡ ⇥ 900 GHz and a gate duration of approximately 30 µs, which yields a ML-Bell-state fidelity of
0.9992(4). An important contribution to the ML-Bellstate error is due to the imperfect transfers from the |2, 2i
state to the qubit |"i state (for both qubits) before the
application of the gate, and the reverse procedure that
transfers |"i population back to the |2, 2i state before detection. The total fidelity of these transfer pulses, limited
by magnetic field fluctuations and the quality of the microwave pulses, is investigated with separate experiments
analyzed with the same ML algorithm (supplement), and
we find ✏transfer = 4(3) ⇥ 10 4 . This is averaged over
multiple data evaluations across multiple days; the uncertainty is the standard deviation of these data. While
this error does not in principle a↵ect the gate performance, we conservatively do not remove it from our gate
fidelity estimate due to its relatively large uncertainty.
In the supplementary material, we describe in more detail characterization of individual errors sources through
calibration measurements and numerical simulation.
From this, we deduce that the fidelity of the ML-Bellstate is a good representation of the average gate fidelity.
The errors for the highest state fidelity obtained are listed
in Table I. It would be advantageous to evaluate the gate
performance with full process tomograghy or randomized benchmarking to confirm our assessment. We did
not perform randomized benchmarking because ion motional excitation gives additional errors. This excitation
occurs during ion separation (to provide individual ion
addressing) and because of anomalous heating [26] during the required long sequences of gates. These problems
can eventually be solved as in [27] where the gate fidelity
was measured by interleaved randomized benchmarking
or by process tomography [28]. In both cases, the gate
error was consistent with the measured two-qubit state
fidelity. In the experiment here, the uncertainties of the
inferred errors are deduced by parametric bootstrap resampling [25] with 500 resamples. We determine a lower
bound of 0.999 on the purity of the |2, 2i state for one
ion prepared by optical pumping. With this, we put a
lower bound of 0.997 on the overall Bell state fidelity.
In summary, we have demonstrated high fidelity singleand two-qubit laser-induced gates on trapped 9 Be+ ions.
The single-qubit gate fidelity exceeds some threshold es-

FIG. 6. ML-Bell-state error (red circles) as a function of
gate duration tgate for a constant Raman beam detuning
' 2⇡ ⇥ 730 GHz. The black line shows the separately
determined error and uncertainty (gray shade) due to the microwave pulses used for |2, 2i $ |"i state transfer. The three
dashed lines show the sum of the expected gate errors including photon scattering and mode frequency fluctuations
(which are slow compared to gate durations shown) for three
di↵erent r.m.s. magnitudes of mode frequency fluctuations
(supplementary material). The gate error increases quadratically with increasing tgate due to such frequency fluctuations;
however, for tgate = 30 µs the error due to frequency fluctuations is approximately 1 ⇥ 10 4 .
Errors
⇥10 4
Spontaneous emission (Raman)
4.0
Spontaneous emission (Rayleigh)
1.7
Motional mode frequency fluctuations
1
Rabi rate fluctuations
1
Laser coherence
0.2
Qubit coherence
<0.1
Stretch-mode heating
0.3
Error from Lamb-Dicke approximation 0.2
O↵-resonant coupling
<0.1
|2, 2i , |"i two-way transfer
4
TABLE I. Error budget for the entangling gate at a Raman
detuning of
' 2⇡ ⇥ 900 GHz, and a gate duration of
30 µs. O↵-resonant coupling includes coupling of the qubit
states to other hyperfine states and their sidebands. The last
error reduces the ML-Bell-state fidelity but should minimally
a↵ect the gate fidelity.

timates for fault-tolerant error correction with reasonable overhead. Sources of the ' 10 3 two-qubit gate
error have been identified and can likely be reduced, making 9 Be+ ion a strong qubit candidate for fault-tolerant
QIP. Gates with comparable fidelity have been recently
reported by the Oxford group using 43 Ca+ ions [13].
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